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One-piece brass integral ground strap
for low resistance of fault currents

Ground retention clips for longer,
more consistent contact pressure

Exclusive bypass contact design
results in greater contact force and
reduced heat buildup

Square head, 10-thread brass
center rivet won't rotate, reduces
stripping and resists corrosion

I.D. marking surface provides
quick, sure circuit identification

Barbed assembly arms
reduce possibility of

face/base separation

Back wired ground
terminal allows faster,

easier installation

RTP base offers greater
heat resistance, plus

contact stability

External bundling terminals
contain wire strands and are

designed for quick inspection

Deep nylon body design delivers
increased impact resistance

HBL5262

Straight Blade Devices
HBL® Extra Heavy Duty Industrial Series
Features and Benefits

Hubbell’s commitment to quality continually reinforces a 
philosophy of unrivaled performance . No Hubbell device 
exemplifies this philosophy more than the HBL5262 . While 
all Hubbell receptacles are designed and manufactured to 
withstand even the harshest environments, none match 

the total performance of the HBL5262 . Whether in a 
factory, office building, school, hotel or shopping center, 
the Hubbell HBL5262 is the receptacle of choice when 
people are depending on the safety and reliability of a 
receptacle .
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One piece, all brass, mounting strap with 
integral ground contacts . The safest, most 
reliable design for a low resistance flow 
of fault currents. Oversized “bell" shaped 
ground contacts, along with nickel plated 
steel retaining shields, help minimize 
damage to the grounding system during 
abrupt pullout. Barbed brass locking arms 
keep the face locked in place to diminish 
potential for face/base separation. Back 
wired ground terminal reduces installation 
time and increases convenience .

Reinforced thermoplastic base provides 
superior thermal, electrical and 
mechanical properties . By providing 
contact stability this high tech material 
will reduce heat buildup, giving you long 
lasting performance .

The patented “bypass" contact design 
incorporates high-conductivity materials 
with superior spring characteristics 
for increased contact force and 
secure connections . Improved contact 
performance reduces heat buildup and 
ensures a reliable, uninterrupted flow  
of power .

External wiring clamps feature large 
head brass screws (#10) for superior 
torque values . Visible brass terminal 
screws and clamps, with a unique 
strand containment feature, ensure 
100% clamping of wire strands, 
reducing heat build up .

Quality in Design


